Sponge Filter Instruction Manual
Product number
03-01-1064
03-01-1074
03-01-1094
03-01-1105
03-01-1136

Mounting diameter
42mm
46mm
49mm
32mm
39mm

Shape
Round taper
Round taper
Round taper
Round taper
Round taper

Carburetor type
MIKUNI VM24/26
KEIHIN PE20/22/24
KEIHIN PE28 PWK28
KEIHIN PC18/20
MIKUNI VM22 KEIHIN PD22 PB18

Thank you very much for purchasing our products. Thank you so you will comply with the following matters at the time of use.
Before installation, please check your always kit contents.
If there is a point of notice event, Please contact us the dealer of purchase.
◎ Illustrations and descriptions such as photographs may be different from the present parts, please understand.
☆ Please read carefully before use ☆
◎ The use of ignoring the instructions that are written in the instruction manual, if an accident or damage has occurred, we can not assume any
responsibility for compensation.
◎ This product installation and use, when a problem occurs to after market goods, guarantee other than this product, also can not assume any in any
such matters.
◎ If it was the case or mounting that has been processed like a product, it will not be covered under warranty.
◎ It is not possible to inquire of the combination of other manufacturers.
◎ It is a general-purpose filter tailored to carburetor.Some vehicle by interfering with frame or the like, might not be installed.
If you are installing in own models, check the size etc always.
◎ In the case of blow-by gas reduction type, because the filter is clogged easily by the engine oil or the like, performs inspection every 1000Km,
clean or replace filter if it is clogged.
Continued use, please note that will lead to reduced performance.
◎ Our 03-05-0442: MIKUNI VM26 carburetor kit for air filter and frame is interference, please note that can not be installed.
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NOTE

When the handling of ignoring this display, property damage and human shows the assumption of what injury.

■ In the public roads, please try to law-abiding operation protect the legal speed.
■ When performing the work,etc.,be sure during the cold (when the engine and the muffler is cold). (It may cause burns.)
■ When performing the work,it should be made to prepare the tools for the job. (Breakage of parts, it may cause injury.)
■ The product and the frame,might have edges or protrusions. Please go to protect your hands when you work. (It may cause injury.)
■ Be sure to each part inspection before operation,check the loosening of the threaded portion,be sure to securely tighten the specified torque if
there is loose. (It may cause detachment of the parts.)
■ It can not rain running of mounting this filter.Please note that cause of engine malfunctions.

Warning When the handling of ignoring this display people died, shows the contents of the serious injury possibility is assumed.
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■ When performing the work,etc., be sure during the cold (when the engine and the muffler is cold). (It may cause burns.)
■ During operation, when an abnormality occurs, immediately stop the vehicle in a safe place, please stop running. (It may lead to an accident.)
■ When performing the work, do the work safely stabilize the vehicle in a horizontal location.
(There is a risk of injury vehicle collapsed while working.)
■ Inspection,maintenance,the instruction manual or,inspection methods such as service manuals,to protect the way,should be done correctly.
(unsuitable inspection and maintenance,there is a risk that result to an accident.)
■ When carrying out the inspection and maintenance,etc.,if found damaged parts,replace the damaged parts to avoid possible to reuse the parts.
(There is a risk that lead to accidents Continued use.)
◎ Please note. Performance up, the design change, the product and the price in the cost up, etc. are subject to change without notice.
◎ For claims,only to products that have been recognized to be defective in material and processing,to the extent within one month after purchase,
we will repair or replace.However all of the cost of such exchange fees are not eligible.
Correct installation and, if it is not protected, such as how to use, it does not have this limitation.
◎ Until it is destroying the product, please keep this manual.

Product content

1

2

No.
Product content
1 Air filter COMP.
2 Clamp

■ Mounting procedure

Quantity
1
1

1.In a state of loosened clamp, fit connecting tube to suction port of carburetor.
2.Tighten the clamp, then fixed.
3.Fit the return hose for the blow-by gas into the union on the filter. When needed, clamp the hose with a hose clip.

～～ Maintenance Instructions ～
The provided sponge filter has been made easy to wash by means of the use of sponge element and shape-retaining spring. If the element is stained,
perform maintenance in the following manner.
(Please never use chemical products like filter cleaner or filter oil available on the market. Otherwise, the element may deteriorate in some cases.)
1.Detach it from the bike and remove large dust stuck on the element surface.
2.Prepare cleaning liquid out of mild detergent available on the market diluting it with water, souse the filter in the cleaning liquid, and clean
the element. (Never scrub the element with a hard brush or rub the element hard. Otherwise, the element will be damaged.)
3.Let the running water into inside of the element to thoroughly rinse the cleaning liquid out of the element. After rinsing off the cleaning
liquid, dry the element.
Mop the element with a waste cloth to remove the moisture, and dry it in the airy shade,letting it dry naturally.
In case you use compressed air, let the air into inside of the element with low pressure to blow off the moisture.

CONTACT Address：3‑5‑16 Nishikiorihigashi Tondabayashi Osaka JAPAN
TEL: ＋81‑721‑25‑1357 FAX:＋81‑721‑24‑5059 e‑mail:english@takegawa.co.jp URL http:// www.takegawa.co.jp
Please contact with your name and country name provided.（Only English please）
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03-01-1064,1074,1094,1105,1136

